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Handling Concepts is a leading provider of materials and industrial handling

equipment. Founded in 1994, you can rely on over 25 years of experience, providing

manual handling solutions to businesses across the United Kingdom and the globe.

You will benefit from pragmatic advice and innovative solutions from a team that is

passionate about improving your productivity and efficiency safely. 

Your expectations will be surpassed by collaborating with a team of expert

engineers. You will receive help in maintaining your handling equipment, allowing

you to focus on the growth of your business. From industrial manipulators to

vacuum lifters, you will benefit from an array of handling solutions tailored to suit

your needs. 

Industries across every sector operate fast-paced assembly lines and are

challenges with lifting and rotating heavy components. Materials handling

equipment like industrial manipulators are established pieces of machinery for

these tasks and offer safe and effective ways to handle anything from delicate

materials to bulk loads. 

For advice, design, manufacture, installation, training, and long-term service

support, contact us today to find out if a Handling Concepts' industrial

manipulators is the right material handling solution for you.
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INDUSTRIAL MANIPULATORS
Industrial manipulators are machines with a rigid manipulator arm designed to pick

up large and heavy loads. The manipulator arm can perform complex manoeuvres

whilst it has an object outside of its centre of mass. 

Industrial manipulators are like an extra set of hands that can provide precise

movement to lift, lower, and rotate your component. 

You can reply on an expert engineering team to deliver the best solution for your

manual handling needs. Improve your worker health and safety with Handling

Concepts' industrial manipulators, handling equipment at the forefront of safety

and efficiency.
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Balanced Arm Manipulators

Lift and Rotate Columns

Overhead Telescopic Mast

Pneumatic Rope Balancers
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CONTACT US

WHY ARE INDUSTRIAL
MANIPULATORS USED? 

 Products are heavier than 10kg

Industrial manipulators solve some of the most challenging material handling

problems. From the below, do any of these concern you in your current workplace? 

Products need to be moved regularly

from one location to another

Product locations are not easily

accessible by workers

Tasks are becoming more difficult

for workers

Workers are performing

repetitive tasks every day

There is an increase in backaches,

sore joints and other injuries

Efficiency is not as good as it

could be

If you have any of the above issues in

your working environment, you will

benefit from investing in a materials

handling solution. You will have

access to expert engineers that are

passionate about helping you improve

the health and safety of your workers.

You can depend on outstanding,

professional customer service from a

team who will understand your

requirements and recommend a

solution that fits your needs and

constraints.
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Balanced manipulator arms are machines with a rigid manipulator arm designed to

lift large and heavy loads. They are pneumatically powered and manually

operated, allowing smooth, precise actions for manoeuvring components. 

The low effort operation of balanced

manipulator arms makes them

standout pieces of material handling

equipment. Their ability to provide

effortless control and lifting is ideal for

reducing worker fatigue and improving

efficiency in the workplace. 

THE SOLUTION

Why Are They Used?

BALANCED MANIPULATOR
ARMS

This balanced manipulator arm

solution only needs to lift small loads

of 20kg, but provides a foundation for

further material handling

applications. The machine is tasked

with lifting and holding automotive

parts as part of the assembly line. 

 This was achieved by providing a full

turnkey solution, supplying the

balanced manipulator arm with a

bespoke gripper attachment for

balancing, lifting, and rotating a

specific part for the customer. 

The balanced manipulator arm

removes the need for workers to

manually lift and balance bulk loads

to complete assembly. This improves

worker efficiency and reduces the risk

of musculoskeletal injuries. 
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LIFT AND ROTATE COLUMNS

An advanced material handling

solution, lift and rotate columns are

especially useful in medical and

construction industries. They remove

the need for manual handling and

provide a solution to challenging tasks

that cannot be undertaken by a worker. 
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This lift and rotate column solution lifts

2m wide components from the assembly

line, rotates them 180 degrees, and

lowers them again. 

With components weighing up to

1000kg, the lift and rotate column

provides a solution to the problem of

workers being unable to physically

handle the load. 

Hydraulic grippers suit the different sized

components and have sensors available

to guide the operator with positioning

the gripper around the object. 

A PLC control allows the worker to

operate the machine from a safe

distance. The control is simple to use and

low effort for the worker.

This lift and rotate column solution

removed the need for workers to perform

lifting of bulk loads. This improved

production efficiency and reduced the

risk of musculoskeletal injuries. 

THE SOLUTION

Scan the QR code to

find out if a Handling

Concepts industrial

manipulator is the

right material

handling solution for

you.

Why Are They Used?

Lift and rotate columns compromise a fixed base column and a gripping system

that can rotate loads 180 degrees. The gripping system can be raised and lowered,

allowing the machine to function alongside an assembly line. 
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Overhead telescopic masts are columns that provide vertical lifting of products.

They can be raised or lowered to any desired height within their range of vertical

movement. 

This overhead telescopic mast solution can lift loads of up to 800kg and is attached

to an overhead crane system allowing north, east, south and west travel—an

essential feature for this fast-moving production line. 

This solution is powered by an electric chain hoist. The up and down operations of

the industrial manipulator are performed using a left-hand joystick. To ensure the

action is deliberate, a right-hand master button also has to be held to move the

manipulator. 

Why Are They Used?

OVERHEAD TELESCOPIC
MASTS

Overhead telescopic masts are strong substitutes for pneumatic rope balancers or

larger industrial manipulators when the work environment has overhead obstructions

that prevent conventional material handling devices from being used. 

THE SOLUTION

Handling Concepts supplied this

overhead telescopic mast as part of a

complete turnkey solution. This included

a bespoke hydraulic gripper for

grabbing, lifting, moving, and rotating

various product sizes for the customers. 

The overhead telescopic mast reduced

the risk of workplace injuries and

improving the efficiency of the

production line. 
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Why Are They Used?
Pneumatic rope balancers are used

to lift and transport loads in industrial

environments. They are especially

helpful when used in industrial

manufacturing to move materials

quickly and frequently on the

production line for assembling

mechanical parts and loading &

unloading tool machines
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PNEUMATIC ROPE
BALANCERS

This pneumatic rope balancer solution can

lift loads of up to 50kg. The machine lifted

a range of circular tube products with the

goal of unloading them vertically from a

pallet and then manipulating them

horizontally onto the production line. 

This goal was achieved by providing a full

turnkey solution, supplying the pneumatic

rope balancer with a bespoke gripper

attachment for gripping, lifting, moving and

rotating various product sizes for the

customer.

The pneumatic rope balancer removes the

need for workers to both manually lift and

manoeuvre objects on the production line,

improving worker efficiency and reducing

the risk of workplace injuries.

THE SOLUTION

Pneumatic rope balancers are a lightweight articulated crane arm which can raise,

and lower lifting attachments or grippers suspended from wire ropes. They are

manually operated, allowing smooth, precise actions for lifting and manoeuvring

products, creating optimal control of the load.

They have a wide range of applications across all industries and can be supplied as

lift-only device or as part of a turnkey solution with a bespoke gripper to allow

rotation and more complex manoeuvres. 
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HANDLING CONCEPTS'
INDUSTRIAL MANIPULATOR

SOLUTIONS 
You can depend on almost 30 years of

experience and entrust skilled engineers

to help you improve the productivity and

health and safety of your workers. 

With access to a range of Handling

Concepts' industrial manipulators, your

exact specifications will provide you with

a tailored solution, and a choice of

extensive options.

You can reply on an expert engineering

team to deliver the best solution for your

manual handling needs. Improve your

worker health and safety with Handling

Concepts' industrial manipulators,

handling equipment at the forefront of

safety and efficiency.
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FIND YOUR 
HANDLING SOLUTIONS

If you need a material handling

solution and are interested in

exploring how Handling Concepts'

industrial manipulators will work for

you, contact us today and remove

your handling headache.  

Scan the

QR code to

find out

more.
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EQUIPMENT TO SUIT
YOUR BUSINESS NEEDS

Handling Concepts’ vision is to become the UK’s leading company in materials

handling equipment. With a goal of improving safety and efficiency, you can trust in

a commitment to deliver impeccable customer service and outstanding engineering

expertise. You can benefit from a range of services tailored to your needs, including:
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Swallow Court . Saxon Business Park . Stoke Prior . 

Bromsgrove . Worcestershire . B60 4FE

Autonomous

Construction

Equipment

Balance Trolley

Balanced Manipulator

Arm

Bespoke Lifting

Equipment

Critical Spares

Package

Hydraulic Gripper

Jib Crane

Lifting and Rotate

Column

Light Crane System

Manual Clamp Gripper

Mobile Manipulator

Overhead Cranes

Overhead Telescopic

Mast

Pneumatic Gripper

Pneumatic Rope

Balancer

Scissor Grab Gripper

Scissor Lift Table

Service Plans

Special Purpose

Machinery

Stacker Trucks

Travelling Slewing

Jib Crane

Trolley for an Electric

Tug

Turning Gripper

Vacuum Gripper

Vacuum Lifting

Beams

Vacuum Tube Lifter
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